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Abst rac t - -Let  ~c be a set of n x n fuzzy matrices. ~ is called simultaneously controllable if there 
exists a permutation matr ix P such that for each A C .T, C = [c/j] = P ® A ® pT  satisfies cij _> cji 
for i > j,  where ® is the max-min composition. In this paper, the necessary and sufficient conditions 
for a set of n x n fuzzy matrices to be simultaneously controllable will be established. A constructive 
algorithm which can determine a simultaneously controllable set of n x n fuzzy matrices is presented 
as well. @ 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The limiting behavior of consecutive powers of a fuzzy matr ix has been studied in the l iterature. 
Different algebraic operations involved may yield different results in the study the powers of 
a fuzzy matrix. In the l iterature, most papers on consecutive powers of a fuzzy matr ix are 
considered under the max-min operations [1 6], the max-product operations [~10], and max- 
Archimedcan-t-norms [11]. Thomason [12] proved that the sequence of consecutive powers of a 
fuzzy matr ix with max-min composition either converges to an idempotent matr ix or oscillates in 
finitely many steps. Recent development has extended this study to the scope of infinite products 
of fuzzy matrices. Guu et al. [13] studied the limiting behavior of infinite product of fuzzy 
matrices. Lur et al. [14] proposed the notion of simultaneous ni lpotent and simultaneous control 
for a finite set of fuzzy matrices. In this paper, we shall extend their study for an infinite set of 
n x n fuzzy matrices. Some necessary and sufficient conditions for a set of n x n fuzzy matrices to 
be simultaneously controllable will be established. We also give a constructive algorithm which 
can determine a finite set of n × n fuzzy matrices being simultaneously controllable. 
2. PREL IMINARY RESULTS 
Let F denote the unit interval, i.e., F = [0, 1]. By a fuzzy matr ix A we mean A = [a~j] with 
aio C F. Let F "~x'~ denote the set of all the rn x n fuzzy matrices and let F m denote the set of all 
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m x 1 fuzzy matrices. For a fuzzy matrix A : [ad, we may denote a{j by [A]{j. For any fuzzy 
matrices A and B of the same size, 
[A v B]ij : aij v bij := max{ai j ,  bij}. 
If A C IF "~xz and B E F lx,~, then the product A ® B of A and B is defined as follows: 
l 
[A ® B]ij := V (a~k A bkj), 
k=l 
where aikAbkj := min{aik, bkj}. For ally fuzzy matrices A and B of the same size, we say A < B if 
aij < bij for 1 < i , j  < n. A E F '~x~ is called strictly lower triangular ifaij = 0 for 1 < i _< j < n. 
For A E [0, 1], [A @ A]ij = A A aij. Let A T denote the transpose of A and let A~ be the k th 
power of A. Let 5 c be a (finite or infinite) set in F ~xn. f t  is called simultaneously controllable if 
there exists a permutat ion matrix P such that for each A E 9 c, C = [cij] = P ® A ® pT satisfies 
cij >_ cji for i > j .  For k E N, let ftk be the set of all products of matrices in 5 c of length k, that 
is, 
5 rk := {A1 ® A2 ®'"  ®Ak : A~ E f t  for i = 1 ,2 , . . . , k} .  
In [5], for A = [a/j] E F '~×'~, the matrices AA = [Aaij] and VA [Va{j] are defined by 
0, if aij < aji, 
Aai j  := - and VA := A A A T. 
aij, otherwise, 
Hashimoto [5] proved A = AAVVA.  We denote A f t - :=  {AA : A E f t} .  For A E [0,1], we 
follow [15] to define for any fuzzy matrix A the A-level cut matr ix Ax by 
1, if aij > ~, 
[A;~]iJ = O, otherwise. 
It is obvious that for any two A1,A 2 E [0, 1] with A 1 ~ A2, Axl > Aa2. We let ~SA denote the set 
of all nonzero elements of A and let ~Sy := UAe7 ~SA" Fan and Liu [3] showed tile decomposition 
theorem: A = VaE~A A ® Ax holds true. For A E [0, 1], we denote ftx := {Ax : A E 5r}. For our 
purpose, we let ~ : inf{A : A E ~5~}. If f t  is finite, then _~ > 0, however, _~ = 0 can occur, if f t  
is infinite. 
Let B be an nxn Boolean matrix. A scalar s E {0, 1} is called an eigenvalue of B if there exists 
a nonzero vector u E {0, 1} ~ such that A ® u = s @ u. This u is an eigenvector associated with 
the eigenvalue u. It is a well-known result that  all Boolean matrices have an eigenvalue. Define 
the Boolean spectral radius of A by p(A), the largest Boolean eigenvalue of A. Note that p(A) 
is either 0 or 1. We refer to [16] for further study in this area. The symbol 0 may denote a zero 
matr ix or zero vector. 
THEOREM 1. Let ~ be a (finite or infinite) set in F ~xn. Then the following conditions are 
mutually equivalent. 
(i) ~ is simultaneously controllable. 
(ii) For any sequence {/kAk : k E N} in Af t ,  limk~oo AA1 ® AA~. . .  ® AAk = 0. 
(iii) For any n fuzzy matrices AA (1), AA(2) , . . . ,  AA  (n) in A~,  
AA (1) ® AA (2) ®. . .  ® AA (n) = 0. 
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(iv) There exists a permutation matrix P such that P ® AA OpT is a strictly lower triangular 
fuzzy matrix for each A E jr. 
PROOF. (i) ~ (ii). Since ~- is simultaneously controllable, there exists a permutat ion matrix P 
such that for each A E 5 r, 
C = [cij] = P ® A ® pT ,  
where c~j > cj~ for i > j .  Let a be a function from {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  to {1 ,2 , . . . ,n}  defined by 
or(i) = j with [P]ij = 1. Then for 1 < i , j  < 'n, 
[AClij = cij > 0 e* [P®A®pT] i j  > [P@A®pT].,i~ 
tee [A],~(i)a(j) > [A]~u)o.(i ) 
[AA]~(g~0) = [A]~(e~(j ) = cg > 0 
¢~ [P @ AA @ PT]i j = cij > O, 
so that 
AC=A(P@A@P T) = (P®AANpT) .  
Since cij > cyi for i > j ,  P ® AA ® pT is a strictly lower tr iangular fuzzy matr ix for each A E 5 r. 
Then for any sequence {AAk : k c N} in A5 c, we have 
lim AA I®AA2®. . .®AAk= lim pT@(P®AAI®AA2®. . .NAAk®pT)@p 
k---,oo k----,oo 
lim pr®(P®AAl®pT)®(P®AA2®pT)  
k- - -*oo 
®.. -@ (P  ® AAk ®pT)  ®p 
~0,  
(ii) =~ (iii). Let AA  (1), AA  (2), . . . ,  AA  (~) be any n fuzzy matrices in A)  ~. Suppose that 
[ AA 0) @ AA (2) @ • • • O AA ('0] ~J ¢ O, for some 1 <_ i , j _<n.  
Then there exist 1 < it, is,.  • •, z~+l _( n with i = ~1 and j = ~n+l such that 
Aa!l! AAa!2! A.- .AAa!~! >0. 
~I~2 ~2~3 ~7~+ i 
^ ~ ~. 
By the pigeonhole principle, the indices i l ,  z2 , . . . ,  ~+1 are not all distinct, then there exist 1 _< 
r<s_<n+lsuchthat~=~s.  Then 
so that 
[ AA <) ® - -. ® AA (s- i)]  i,& > 0, 
lira M~ # 0, where M = AA (r) @ .- .  @ AA (s-l), 
k- - -*oo 
which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, 
AA  (1) @ AA (2) @ ..-  @ AA (~0 0. 
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(iii) ~ (iv). We proceed with induction on the dimension . The assertion is true for n = 1. 
Assmne that the assertion is true for n - 1. 
CLAIM. There exists a permutat ion matrix PI such that for each A 6 5% 
i0 o] P I®AA®pIT= b* ' 
where b* E F (n - l ) ,  fi~ 6 F (n -1 )x (n -1 ) .  
Suppose that for each i - 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, there exists a AA 6 A5 r such that  [AA]~j ~ 0 for some 
1 _< j < n. Then there exist AA  (1 ) ,AA(2) , . . . ,AA  (~) and 1 _< ~l , i> . . . , i~ ,  _< n such that 
Aa(P  ~0,  Aa  @) ¢0 ,  . . .  Aa!  n) #0,  
so that 
[AA (1) ® ® .. .  ® AA0~) / = 
] 
AA  (2) 
J li,, 
V Aa  b)  A ^ (2) A • .. A a! ") 1il /~aili2 ~n-l~n 
1<il  ,i2 , . . . , in- 1 ~n 
> Aa(! ) A Aa!2! A. - -  A Aa! n) ^ 
-- 1il ~1i2 in--lin 
>0,  
which leads to a contradiction. Therefore, there exists a permutat ion matr ix  P1 such that for 
each A E 5% [: 0] 
P IOAAeP~ = .~ , 
where b* E F ('~-1), A 6 F ('~-l)x('~-i). 
Let fi- = {fi, : A 6 Jr}. Then ~ is a set in F@- i )×(~- i )  and for any n fuzzy matrices 
~(1), ~(2) . . . ,  ~(n) in fi-, there exist A (1), A@) , . . . ,  A (*~) in Jr and b~, b~, . . . ,  b* in F (n-l) such 
that fo r i= l ,2 , . . . ,n ,  [0 0] 
P I®AA (g®PT= i ({) . 
bi 
Then 
=0,  
so that 
i <1) ® i (~) ®.. .  ® i <'~> = o. (1) 
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Further,  for A E .7- we have [o 
] = P ie  £Ae  P'T 
= P1 @ A(AA)  @ pT  
= A(p,  ®AA®Pl  ~ ) 
0 
[00] 
b* A/i 
:(s I) =(s) 
®'"®~i  i @ " ®' (2s--r--1)'(2s--r) ~i(2s r')Z(2s r'+l) 
~!1! @.. .  @~,!r! @. . .  @ a!s-l^) @~!r) @.. .  @a!s--l? @~!s! @.. .  @~!n-1) 
*1*2 Z2"Z,'+ 1 %s--its grgr+l ga--l%s Z.~Zs+I Z,, 1~ 
=a!'! ®. .  ®a!~! ®...®a!=-'.) ®a?! ®. ®a?'-l? 
ZlZ2 Zr 1,'+1 ~.s l~s ~sls+l gn-lg~ 
>0,  
: (s- i )  :(r) 
@ ttis_l is @ ttisis+i 
=(,, i) 
which contradicts (1). Hence for any n - 1 fuzzy matrices A (1), j~(2),. . . ,  j~(n-1) in ~ ,  
~(1) (~ 2~(2) @ .. .  @ ,Z~(n--1) = 0. 
Since b ~ = {A : A C P}  is a set in IF ('~ 1)x(,~ 1), by induct ion hypothesis we have that  there 
exists a permutat ion  Q such that  for each A c ~-, Q ® 4 ® QT is a str ict ly lower t r iangular  fuzzy 
matrix.  Let [1 ° 0] 
P2= Q 
= (r) ®. .  
V a!l) ®'"  ®%i,+~ ili2 
l<iu,i3,...,i~+~_~.<_n--1 
Therefore, /k~ = 3 ~. 
CLAIM. For any n - 1 fuzzy matrices 4 (1), A(2), . . . ,  4 (n- l )  in 2 ~, 
4 (1) @ 4 (2) @' ' '  @4 (n-l) = O. 
Suppose that  there exist A(1) ,4(2) , . . . ,  4 (n-l) in ~ such that  
[A(1) @ z~',(2)@... @ 4 (n-l) ] ~60, for some l <_ i, j <_ n -1 .  
id 
Then there exist 1 _< i = i l, ~2, ia,.  . . ,  Zn-l,Z,~* ~ = j _< n - 1 such that  
~(1).~ A ~(2)~ ~ A " '  A &!n-l! > 0, 
~g2 ~2~3 '~n 13 
By the pigeonhole principle, the indices i, i2, • •., ~,-]: , j  are not all dist inct. Then there exist ^ ,: 
l _<r<s_<nsuchthat i~=z, , so that  
L [4(1) @' ' "  @ 4(v) @' ' "  @fl~(s-1) @ 4(r) @ .. @j~(s--1) @ z~(s) @. . .  @~i(n--1)]~,,~,nj 
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and let P = P1 ®P2- Then for each A C 9 r ,  P® AA®pT is a str ictly lower tr iangu]ar fuzzy 
matrix. 
(iv) ~ (i). By Hashimoto [5] A = VAvAA holds true for each A ¢ ¢-. Let P be a permutat ion 
matrix such that P @ AA ® pT is a strictly lower fuzzy matr ix for each A C .7-. Since for each 
A E 5 ,  P ® VA ® pT is symmetric and 
P®A®P T = (P®VA®P T) V(P®AA@PT). 
Then for 1 < i , j  < n with i > j ,  
> [P ® vx ® pT],  [p ® ax  ® pT]j  
= [P ®A® pT] j~,  
so that .7- is simultaneously controllable. The proof of the theorem is completed. | 
Let P( i ,  j )  denote the matr ix obtained from identity matr ix I by interchanging the ith and jth 
rOWS. 
ALGORITHM 1. Let )c be a finite set in F '~×n. 
STEP 1. Determine A.7". If there exists 1 _< i i  _< n such that for each AA E A~ c, [AA]i~3 = 0 
for j = 1, 2 , . . . ,  n, then [: 00] 
PI @ AA @ P[  = A.1 
where P1 = P(1, i l )  and go to Step 2. Else, stop. 
STEP 2. For  t = 2 to ~ do 
begin 
Let iFt  1 ={At - I :A¢S}.  
If there exists 1 < it < n - t + 1 such that for each At-1 E f i t -x,  [ftt-x]~d = 0 
for j = 1 ,2 , . . . ,n ,  
then 
Pt ® . . . ® P2 ® PI ® AA ® P[  ® P~ ® . . . ® P[  = 
-0 0 0 . . .  0- 
* 0 0 .-- 0 
• " A t  
end. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let $ -= {AO),A(2), . . .  ,A('O} be a set in F '~x'~, where 
1 
A(k) = k - 1 
k 
1 
5 
2k-  1 
2k 
1 
k -1  
1 
2 
0 , 
1 
3 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  
where Ps - P (s , i~  + s -  1), s = 1 ,2 , . . . , t .  
If for each AA C A~,  At is strictly lower triangular, 
then let P - Pt ® "'" ® P~ ® P1, for each A G ~c, we have C = [qj] = 
P®A®pT withc~j >_cji fo r i> j  
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Then /kS = {~,A (1),/kA(S),..., AA( '0},  where 
Let 
AA  (k) 
2k -  1 1 
0 0 
k -1  
k 0 
P = P(2, 3) ® P(1, 2) = 
Then for each k = 1, 2 , . . . ,  m, 
[iOilOl 0 1 ® 1 0 
0 0 
k = 1 ,2 , . . . ,m.  
0 . 
0 
p @ AA(k) ® pT = P(2, 3) ® P(1, 2) @ AA (k) ® P(1, 2) T @ P(2, 3) T 
2k--i 1 
2k 2 
and 1 o~-~ 
p@A(k)®pr  = k -1  1 1 
k 3 
2k -  1 1 1 
2k 2 
Therefore, ~- = {A (1), A(2),..., A ('0 } is simultaneously controllable. 
The following Lemma 1 has been established in [13]. 
LEMMA 1. Let A, B E F ..... and A E [0, 1]. Then 
(A ® B)~ = A~ ® B;~. 
THEOREM 2. Let .7" be a (finite or infinite) set in IF '~x~ and let ~ = infxe¢~7 A > 0. Then the 
following conditions are mutually equivalent. 
(i) jr- is simultaneously controllaSle. 
(ii) For ali ), c ¢~-  and fo~ all A ~ U~°=I(AT~) k, £A)  = 0. 
(iii) l imk_~ [maxn~(Af~_)k p(A)] = 0. 
PROOF. (i) ~ (ii). By Theorem 1 there exists a permutation matrix P such that for each A C 9 r, 
P ® AA @ pT is a strictly lower triangular fuzzy matrix. Let ~ E ¢~aJ: be fixed. Since AA~ 
is an n x n Boolean matrix, we have p(AA; 0 p(P ® AA), ® pT)  = 0 (see [16, p. 44]). Let 
A E U~=I(A~x) k and let A = GA(~ 1) ® GA (8 ®. . .  ® GA (k) for some positive integer k. Then 
p(A) = p (P® A® pT) 
=j0 ((S@ ~Ail) @ S T ) @ (P®/~Ai2) @S T ) @...@ (P@/~Aik) @ pT)) 
. 
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Since (P ® AA (1) ® pT)  ® (p  ® AA(2) ® pT)  ®. . .  ® (p  ® AA(k) ® pT)  is a strictly lower triangular 
fuzzy matrix, ((P ® AA (~) ® pT) ® (p  ® AA(2) ® pT) ®. . .  ® (p  ® AA(k) ® pT))~ is a strictly 
lower triangular Boolean matrix, we have 
p(((p® AA(I)®pT)® (p ® AA(2)®pT)®...® (p®~A(k)®pT))A) :0, 
so that p(A) = O. 
(ii) ~ (iii). Let k = 1, 2, . . .  be fixed, let M = AA (1) ® AA (2) ® . . .  @ AA (k) E (A$-) k and 
e = min{A - ~ : ~ E (I)M}. Then there exists a ~ C (I)zx~: such that 
so that 
By Lemma 1 we have 
and 
x<~<x+~, 
M~_+~/2 <_ M~, < M s. 
= ®. . .  { (Afx) A 
Since MA+~/u MS, k/Ix = M~. Moreover, i E ~=j: ,  so we have p(Mx)  = p(Ms, ) = 0. Then for 
each A C (AS-x) k with A = AA (1) ® AA (2) ®. - .  ® AA(~ k), we have 
p(a) :fl (~Ai 1) ® ~A(A2 ) ®...® AAI k)) 
:P( (AA(1)®~A(2)®'''(~AA(k)) 
= p (Ms)  
= O, 
for some M E (AY) k. Hence, 
p(A) = O, for all A E (ADr~) k . 
Therefore, 
lira [ max p(A)] =0.  k-+oo Dc(A.~)~ 
(iii) ~ (i). Let AA (1), AA(2) , . . . ,  AA (n) be any n fuzzy matrices in A.T and let B = AA (1) @ 
AA (2) ® . . .  ® AA (n). Then by Lmnma 1 for each A E ~A~-, B~ = (AA(1))x ® (AA(2))~, ® ... ® 
(AA('~))~. 
CLAIM. Bx_ 0. 
^ ^ ^ 
Suppose that there exist 1 _< i , j  <_ n with [B~Ij ~ 0. Then there exist 1 < i = il, i2 , . . . ,  in+l = 
j _< n such that 
[(AA(1)) ] A [(AA(2)) ] A...A [(AA(n)) I = 1, 
S {132 S {2 ia  S {.~'i,~+1 
^ ^ 
so that we have1_<r<s_<n+lwi th i ,= is .  Then fo rk=l ,2 , . . . ,  
S k [ ®]~,.{,. = 1, 
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where 
H : (/\A(r))A®...® (/\A(S-1))A. 
We have p(H~) = 1 for k = 1, 2, . . .  (by Theorem 3 in [16, p. 47]). Therefore, 
l imsup[  max p(A)] =1,  
k-~oo LAc(A0:~_) ~ 
which leads to a contradiction. Hence B~ = 0. Thus, 
B = V A®Bx 
AC@Aj= 
< 
V 
V AE~y 
V ~® [(AA(1))A® (AA(2))A_®'"® (AA(n))A] 
A6~A:~ 
=0.  
Then by Theorem 1 we have Y is simultaneously controllable. The proof of the theorem is 
completed. II 
Let 5- = {A(~),A(S),... ,A (m)} be a finite set in F n×n and let Ijrl denote the cardinality of Jr. 
For any k _> m, we define the notation I Ajr~ := Uk>_,~(Ajrc) k, where 
(Ajr~) k := {AA,  ® AA2 ®. . .  ® AAk E (A~)  k : each fuzzy matrix in AY  
appears at least once in AA1 ® AA2 ® ..- ® AAk}.  
THEOREM 3. Let Jr be a finite set in F '~×** with [jr] > 2. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) jr  is simultaneously controllable. 
(ii) ~--~(1), ~--,-~(2), 
(a) For each proper subset AS  of A J  z and for any n fuzzy matrices 
. . . ,  ~( ' )  in AT,  ~(1)  ® ~-~(~) e . . -  ® EA (') = 0. 
(b) For any sequence {Mk : k E N} in Ajrc, ] imk~ M1 @ M2 ®'"  ® Mk exists. 
PROOF. "(i) ~ (ii)" follows from Theorem 1. 
"(ii) ~ (i)'. Let {AAk : k E N} be a sequence in AY.  
CLAIM. limk-+~ AA1 ® AA2 ...  ® AAk = 0. 
Three cases will be discussed. 
CASE 1. There exists at least one AA (i) in AS" which never appears in {AA] ,AA2, . . .  }. 
Then (a) implies limk+o¢ AA1 ® AA2 ...  ® AAk = 0. 
CASE 2. There exists AA (i) in A)  t" and a positive integer g such that 
AA  (i) E {AA1,AA2, . . . ,AA l}  but AA (0 ¢ {AA~+l,AAz+2,. . .}.  
1Here we have followed the spirit of B(Y:) in [17]. 
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Then by (a) we have (AAI+I)  Q (AAz+s) Q . . .  Q ( fA l+(n_ l ) )  = 0. This implies l imk-~(AA1)  ® 
(AA2) ®. . .  @ (AA~) -- 0. 
CASE 3. Suppose that each AA (i) in AJ  c appears infinitely many times in {~A1,  AAs , . . .  }. Let 
M~ - AA~ @ ~A~ @ • • • AA~, k = 1, 2 , . . . .  Assume there are subsequences {M,~ : k • N} and 
{M .... : k • N} of {M~ : k • N} converging to Fx and F~, respectively. Then we can construct 
two subsequences {M~ : k • ~} and {M< : ~ • 5)  of {Mn~ : ~ • N} and {M~ : k • ~}, 
respectively, such that 
M,~u - AA1 ® .. .  @ AA~u, 
M#~I = ~A~ ® • .- ® AA< ® AAa,+I  ® • • • ® AA<, ,  
M,~ = AA1 @ . . .  @ ~A~ ® ~A<,+x ® ..-  @ AA¢¢~, 
M,~,~ -- ~A1 ® ""  ® 5A,~= ® ~A,~z=+l @ ' "  ®/kAs~,  
where AA I®. . .®AA,~ 1 , AA~I+I®. . .®~A,~I ,  AA~q+IQ.--®AA~L~, . . .  are in Ajr~. By (b) the 
sequence {M,~I, M~,  M%, M~, . . .  } is convergent. Therefore, F1 = F2. Since the cardinal ity of 
{Mk : k • N} is less than or equal to (mx n2) ~3, the sequence {Mk : k • N} is convergent to a 
limit, say, _P. As AA (1) appears infinitely many times in {AA1, AA2, . . .  }, we have 
/> =/> ® AA (~). 
This implies 
F = F ® (AA(1))  ~ =0.  
@ 
Therefore, l imk_~(AAx)  ® (AA2) @. - .  ® (AAk) = 0. Then by Theorem 1 we have j r  is 
simultaneously controllable. The proof of the theorem is completed. | 
The following Theorem 4 has been established in [13]. Now, we give an alternative proof. 
THEOREM 4. Let jr be a finite set in F ~×~'. Then for any sequence {Ak : k • N} in jr, 
limk~o~ A1 ®A2 @" • • @Ak exists if and only if for each fl • ~.r and for any sequence (Bk : k • N} 
in 3rx, limk~oo B1 @ B2 ® ... ® Bk exists. 
PROOF. "~" .  For A • @~, let {Bk : k • 51} be a sequence in 5r-,x. Then there exists a sequence 
{Ak : k • N} in j r  such that (Ak)~ = Bk for k • N, so that 
B1 ® B2 ®'"  ® Bk = (A1),~ ® (A2)x @""  ® (Ak)x 
= (A1 ®A2 ®" '  ® Ak)x. 
Let Mk = A~ Q A2 Q ' "  @ Ak for k • N. Then for 1 < i, j < n, the cardinal ity of {[Mk]ij : k • N} 
is less than or equal to m - n s. As limk~oo Mk exists, there exists a positive integer N such that 
Mk+z = Mk for 1 • N. Therefore, l imk-~ B1 ® B2 @ .. .  ® Bk exists. 
'%=". Let {Ak : k • N} be a sequence in j r  and let Mk = A1 ®A2 @-"  QAk,  for k • N. Then 
for k • N, 
V fl(A1 ® A2 ®'"  ®Ak)x 
AE~F 
= V )~[(A1)x ® (A2)~ ®'"  ® (Ak)x]. 
XE~.T 
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As for each A E ~7, the cardinality of {(A1)x ® (A2)x ®.. .  @ (Ak)a : k E N} is less than or equal 
to 2 ~ and limk_,~(A1)x ® (A2)x ®. . .  ® (Ak)x exists, we have for large enough Nx such that 
for l C N. Since the cardinal number of (I)~ is finite, we have M R = MR+ z for 1 E N, where 
2~" = maxxe~z Nx. Therefore, l imk~ AI ® A= ® ... ® Ak exists. This completes the proof. | 
COROLLARY 1. Let  :P be a finite set in F ~x'~ with [jc[ > 2. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) .T is s inml taneous ly  control lable. 
(ii) 
(a) For each proper  subset  /kA~ o f  ~ JZ  and for any  n fuzzy  matr ices  ~-A(~), ~-~(2),  
• . . ,  ~(n)  i~ Z~?, ~( ' )  ® ~(2)  ®.-. ® ~-~(,~) = 0. 
(b) For each A C ~zx.~ c and for any sequence { Bk : k C N} in (A~e)A, limk-,oc B1 @ B2 ® 
• " ® Bk exists. 
PROOF.  It follows f rom Theorems 3 and  4. | 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
Powers of fuzzy matrices play an important role in the performance of fuzzy system modelling. 
Most of the study in asymptotic forms of fuzzy matrices investigated in the literature focused on 
the limiting behavior of consecutive powers of a fuzzy matrix. Recent development has extended 
this study to the scope of the infinite products of a finite number of fuzzy matrices. 
In the study of consecutive powers of a fuzzy matrix, the class of controllable fuzzy matrices 
including idempotent, ransitive, strongly transitive fuzzy matrices has been proposed by Li. 
Recently, Lur, Pang and Guu have introduced the notion of simultaneous control for a set with 
finite fuzzy matrices. In this paper, we explored properties of simultaneous control for a set with 
infinite fuzzy matrices. Some results for simultaneous control of a finite set of fuzzy matrices 
were established. A constructive algorithm which can determine a simultaneously controllable 
set of n x n fuzzy matrices was presented as well. 
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